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   Weekly Journal #3: The Art of Quoting 

The reading this week was from the book They Say I say writing by Gerald Graff and 

Cathy Birkenstein. This week I read chapter 3 “As He Himself Puts it” The Art of Quoting,  in 

this section the authors talks about how to quote relevant to the passage one is trying to convey 

their ideas through or from. They also talk about “Framing Every Quotation” which basically 

means finding a relevant quote and explaining it coherently to the audience and not leaving it 

dangling. The rest of the reading explains types of bad quoting and how to correct them with the 

given templates. Their closing points were how writers should blend the author they are citing 

from words with their own and how it is better to over analyze quotes rather than leaving the 

quote dangling. One quote that stood out to me was “ Bordo’s observation ring true to me 

because, now that I think about it many women I know regardless of where they are from worry 

about their weight…”( Graff and Birkenstein 48). This quote represent  how a single change of 

words that can concisely and coherently reflect the spirit of the quoted passage can really make a 

difference because not only does one writing becomes more academic but the writing is 

understandable by the audience. 

Today in class we first when over some prewiring techniques that would not only help us 

better understand the writer process but also how to incorporate what we learned from it into 
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research proposal. The two prewriting techniques that I found very helpful were the 15 minutes 

free write and the diagraming, which I personally used both in the construction of my research 

proposal, because they help me organized my ideas. The fact that I could see my ideas on paper 

rather than thinking about it and then forgetting enable me to keep a record of my ideas and built 

off those ideas. The peer review session was very helpful because I am bias about my writing so 

it was good to get the second opinion. The quiz threw me off a little because I thought they were 

only on reading but they had some lecture material in them. 

I believe that this week focus and modules themes were based on the research proposal I 

foreshadow that as we move on throughout the school year I will learn more about the writer 

process a  not just as a whole but an in-depth analysis of each step of the process. The significant 

of all that we do play an important role in accomplishing any challenge that may fall before me ; 

to survive in this world I have to communicate with other and if I can’t I won’t reach my goals I 

have set out to accomplishes. Common ideas that keep resurfacing are the styles and difference 

of argumentative vs persuasive writing; the pear of anguish was an eye opener on how medieval 

time’s tortures were conducted. 


